Characters D6 / BD-1 (BD-Unit Explorer
Name: BD-1
Model: BD Unit
Class: Explorer droid
Gender: Masculine programming
Sensor color: Black
Plating color: White
DEXTERITY 1D
Dodge: 5D, Electrowelding Torch 4D
KNOWLEDGE 1D
Planetary Systems 5D, Survival 3D+2
MECHANICAL 1D
PERCEPTION 2D
Search 5D, Sneak 4D
STRENGTH 1D
TECHNICAL 2D
Droid

Programming/Repair

6D,

Computer

Programming/Repair 5D, Security 7D
Equipped With:
Two Legs which double as manipulators
Scomp Link: an accessory that allowed the BD unit to plug into a computer via a socket, giving the
BD unit +1D to all skills using it such as Droid Programming, Computer Programming, & Security.
Holoprojector that could record, send, receive, and/or display holograms.
Scanners & Sensors
Comlink
Drug Dispenser (for such drugs such as Healing Stims)
Thruster for hovering but not flying
Spotlight
Electrowelding Torch: can be used in combat (4D damage)
Zip Line Motor: BD-1 can traverse zip lines, speedily (move: 15) moving up or down them carrying a
single passenger.
Transformer: BD-1 can power external devices that he is connected to, overcharging them and
powering them up or overloading them.
Droid Control Processors: BD-1 has specialised processors, allowing him to slice and control
Imperial Probe Droids, and Imperial K Series Security Droids, this gives him a +2D bonus on his Droid
Programming Rolls against them (in addition to his Scomp Bonus).
Size: 0.4m
Move: 7

Description: BD-1 was a BD unit droid that accompanied Jedi Master Eno Cordova during the last years
of the Galactic Republic. Following Order 66 and the rise of the Galactic Empire, the droid befriended Cal
Kestis, a former Padawan who endeavoured to rebuild the fallen Jedi Order.
Biography
The BD unit designated BD-1 was an exploration droid. Prior to the end of the Galactic Republic's reign,
the masculine-programmed droid accompanied Jedi Master Eno Cordova on the Jedi's journey to explore
the history of the Zeffo. Cordova later realized that they were in danger, and programmed BD-1's
memory to be blocked, only revealed by someone the droid trusted.
BD-1 then remained on Bogano in the vicinity of the Zeffo Vault until 14 BBY, when the Padawan Cal
Kestis, a survivor of Order 66, arrived on the planet at the behest of Cere Junda in order to find a
holocron key to rebuilding the Jedi Order. Kestis quickly gained the support of BD-1, and they entered the
vault. Along the way, the droid's scomp link was broken by the local wildlife. Unable to unlock the
deepest reaches, Kestis took the droid back to his starship and crew, the Stinger Mantis.
They then traveled to other worlds on their quest to uncover the secrets of the Vault and that of the Zeffo.
BD-1 scanned other Zeffo artifacts, showing recordings of Cordova to Kestis. When they were confronted
on Zeffo by the Second Sister, BD-1 activated a force field between the combatants, saving Kestis' life.
During their journey, Kestis upgraded BD-1 with several different gadgets to assist them, and also
repaired the scomp link.
During their exploration of Zeffo, Kestis was stunned by a Haxion Brood droid bounty hunter, and both he
and BD-1 were imprisoned on Ordo Eris. Kestis broke them both out, and they were rescued by the
Mantis.
Following a Force vision on Dathomir that left the Jedi's lightsaber damaged, they traveled to Ilum for a
new kyber crystal. After battling Imperial forces guarding the cave, Kestis finally acquired a new crystal,
only for it to break in his hands. The Padawan almost gave in to despair, but with BD-1's support, rallied
and completed his new lightsaber. BD-1 was then able to unlock his memory, showing the recording of
Cordova.
Kestis then returned to Bogano and gathered the holocron, but it was stolen by the Second Sister, and
the Mantis crew followed her to the Fortress Inquisitorius. BD-1 traveled underwater with Kestis to the
fortress. They recovered the holocron, but were confronted by Darth Vader. The droid charged the Sith
Lord and delivered a shock, but Vader shrugged it off. They only escaped by breaking the tunnel and
escaping in the onrush of water. Once back aboard their ship, Kestis decided to destroy the holocron to
prevent the Galactic Empire from finding the young Force-sensitives, and then asked the crew of their
next destination.
Characteristics
As a BD unit, BD-1 was bipedal, and had white plating with black sensors. Designed to assist with

exploration in remote and dangerous locations, BD-1 was enthusiastic about research and data
collection, but often disregarded self-preservation.
Equipment
BD-1 was equipped with various tools, including a healing stim dispenser, a thruster for hovering but not
flying, a spotlight, a Holoprojector, and a scomp link. During his travels with Cal Kestis, BD-1 was
upgraded with a transformer to control Imperial machines, two processing devices to hack probe droids
and KX-series security droids, and a motor to carry Kestis up ziplines.
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